We explore whether the continuum scaling behavior of the fracture energy of metals extends down to the atomistic level. We use an embedded atom method (EAM) model of Ni, thus bypassing the need to model strain-gradient plasticity at the continuum level. The calculations are performed with a number of different 3D periodic size cells using standard molecular dynamics (MD) techniques. A void nucleus of a single vacancy is placed in each cell and the cell is then expanded through repeated NVT MD increments. For each displacement, we then determine which cell size has the lowest energy. The optimal cell size and energy bear a power-law relation to the opening displacement that is consistent with continuum estimates based on strain-gradient plasticity (Fokoua et al., 2014, "Optimal 
Introduction
Ductile fracture is the process whereby a material separates across a failure surface through mechanisms, such as void nucleation, growth, and coalescence, that entail large amounts of plastic work. Owing to its engineering importance, ductile fracture has been the focus of extensive study and one of the main driving forces in the development of nonlinear fracture mechanics (cf., e.g., Refs. [1] and [2] for reviews). Unlike brittle fracture, where the behavior of the material is ostensibly elastic up to fracture, in ductile fracture the plastic dissipation attendant to void growth and coalescence accounts for a significant or even dominant part of the energy budget. Such extensive plastic deformation notwithstanding, failure ultimately takes place by separation across a plane or surface and entails a well-characterized amount of energy per unit area, or specific fracture energy, to operate. In consequence, typical measured specific fracture energies for ductile fracture are much larger than those of brittle solids and exhibit a characteristic temperature dependence that includes a brittle-toductile transition at a critical temperature.
A number of micromechanical and computational models have been put forth (cf., e.g., Refs. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] ), including consideration of nonlocal effects (cf., e.g., Refs. [19] [20] [21] [22] ) and scaling [23] that account for the observational evidence and relate macroscopic properties to material structure and behavior at the microscale. These works are overwhelmingly computational in nature. By way of sharp contrast, there is a paucity of analytical approaches capable of establishing explicit connections between micromechanical properties and ductile fracture, and specifically scaling laws thereof.
Recently, Fokoua, Conti, and Ortiz (FCO) [24, 25] have performed a continuum optimal-scaling analysis of ductile fracture in metals and have shown that ductile fracture in metals can be explained as the outcome of two competing effects: their relatively low plastic-hardening rates, which enables geometric instabilities such as the necking and strain localization, and straingradient plasticity. Specifically, FCO derive an upper bound on the fracture energy by considering a separation mechanism in the form of a void sheet. The fracture energy upper bound exhibits well-defined power-law scaling with separation and the characteristic length of strain-gradient plasticity. In particular, the exponents in the scaling relation follow explicitly from the hardening exponent of the material. FCO then proceed to show mathematically that the void-sheet upper bound is indeed optimal in the sense of optimal scaling, i.e., they prove a lower bound of the fracture energy that scales identically to the upper bound. In this manner, the scaling exponents are shown to be intrinsic to the material and not just an artifact of a suboptimal upper bound construction.
The essence of the FCO void-sheet construction may be understood as follows. Consider a slab of material of dimensions L Â L Â H, where H is the thickness of the slab (Fig. 1) . The slab deforms under periodic boundary conditions on its sides and under prescribed normal displacements 6d. Localize the deformations to a band of thickness a within the slab and subdivide this band into L 2 =a 2 cubes of size a. Assume that the outside of the band moves rigidly, so that each cube deforms under periodic boundary conditions on its sides with its other two faces displaced through 6d. If the material is nearly incompressible, for large d a void is expected to nucleate from the center of the cube. The total deformation-theoretical energy of the voided slab scales as [ where K is a material constant, 0 < n < 1 is the hardening exponent of the metal, and ' > 0 is the characteristic length of straingradient plasticity. The first term in Eq. (1) arises as a result of local plastic hardening as the void expands, whereas the second term is the contribution of strain-gradient plasticity. Minimizing E tot slab with respect to a, we obtain
We note that the optimal cube size (2) increases as a power of the prescribed opening displacement d, a form of coarse-graining that is in keeping with observation. Inserting these optimal values into the slab energy gives
independently of the slab thickness H. We note from Eq. (4) that the energy of the slab exhibits power-law scaling with respect to the in-plane size L of the slab, the opening displacement d, and the intrinsic length ' of straingradient plasticity. Specifically, the energy scales as L 2 and is independent of the thickness H of the slab. This type of scaling is characteristic of fracture processes, in which the deformation is concentrated on a fracture surface and the energy scales with the area of that surface. In particular, the specific energy per unit area E tot slab =L 2 is well defined as a material property. As a corollary, fractal modes of fracture, characterized by energy scaling intermediate between area and volume scaling, are ruled out under the assumptions of the analysis.
Evidence of Scaling at the Atomistic Level
In the present work, we carry out a similar analysis at the atomistic level. In so doing, we explore whether the continuum scaling behavior extends down to the atomistic level, thus bypassing the need to model strain-gradient plasticity at the continuum level.
We use an EAM model of Ni [26, 27] that reproduces the elastic and surface properties of Ni reasonably well. The EAM surface energy is $20% less than experiment and the stacking fault energy is $30% less than experiment. The elastic constants are within 1% of experiment.
The calculations are performed with a number of different size cells ( $300 À 10 5 atoms per cell), each of which consists of 2 N 14 multiples in each direction of a small orthorhombic single crystal unit cell of size $ 7:5ÅÂ $ 8:6ÅÂ $ 6Å and directions x ¼ ½1 10; y ¼ ½11 2; z ¼ ½111, which we take as the basic cell. We choose these cell directions to facilitate dislocation activity.
All calculations are performed with 3D periodic cells using standard MD techniques, including a Nose-Hoover thermostat [28, 29] and a 2 fs time step. All calculations are carried out at an average temperature of 300 K and zero pressure. Each simulation is run for a time of 10 ps and average properties are calculated over the last 5 ps of the simulation. The equilibrium lattice constant is obtained by running an NpT simulation of a perfect cell. This lattice constant is used for all subsequent calculations in the x-and y-directions.
A void nucleus of a single vacancy is placed in each cell and the average energy of the cell is calculated using NVT MD. The cell is then expanded by a small amount and the NVT MD is repeated. This process is repeated until total times of $2 ns are reached. This procedure results in strain rates of $3ns À1 for the small cells to 1ns À1 for the larger cells. We realize that these are large strain rates compared to most laboratory experiments and fully expect that the results will be strain rate dependent. Investigation of the strain rate dependence is beyond the scope of the present research.
In Fig. 2 , the results of the calculations just described are presented. We subtract the energy of a perfect cell at 300 K from the cell energy to yield an energy that is representative of the deformation. This stored energy includes contributions from the elastic, plastic, and surface energies. We scale this energy by the surface energy of perfect fracture, so that a scaled energy of unity represents that of perfect cleavage. This scaled energy represents the energy of Eq. (4) divided by L 2 . For all cell sizes, we observe the following three features: (1) an initial almost linear increase in energy with displacement with a slope decreasing with increasing cell size; (2) a critical displacement, which increases with cell size, where the energy decreases rapidly with displacement and then slowly increases to a plateau; and (3) plateau energies which increase with increasing cell size and are always greater than unity.
We now interpolate these energy curves to obtain the scaled energy at specific displacements. For each displacement, we determine which cell size has the lowest energy. In Fig. 3 , we see the number of periods, N, increases with displacement. The full curve in the figure is a power law as in Eq. (2) with a ¼ 0:3.
In addition, in Fig. 4 we see that the lowest energy follows a similar power law with the power 1 À a, as expected from Eq. (4).
Note that from Eq. (3) we can calculate n, the strain hardening exponent. For the value of a ¼ 0:3 found above, n ¼ 0.57. This value is higher than the literature value of 0.39 [30] , but considering the scale of the simulations, the high strain rate, and possible anisotropy effects, the agreement is not unreasonable.
We can explain the shape of the energy curve by examining the microstructural aspects of the simulations. In Fig. 5 , we reproduce the energy curve of Fig. 2 for N ¼ 6. Looking at any other size cell would result in similar analysis.
We quantify the atom environment using the common neighbor analysis (CNA) [31] implemented in OVITO [32] . The first dislocation activity occurs at a very small scaled displacement of $ 0:2, as indicated by the circle in Fig. 5 . At the peak energy, the results of the CNA (Fig. 6(a) ) show significant dislocation activity manifested by the presence of stacking faults and dislocation cores. After the energy drop (Fig. 6(b) ), the number of stacking faults and dislocation cores is reduced significantly, while the voids show significant growth. Finally, (Fig. 6(c) ) after the cell has fractured there are essentially no dislocations remaining in the cell. We speculate that, if we continued the calculations to much larger cell sizes, the dislocation density after fracture and the plateau energy would continue to increase due to the fact that the dislocations would not be able to annihilate at free surfaces and would naturally form loops and locks. We also have analyzed the void growth and fracture of this cell using the surface mesh software implemented in OVITO. Results are shown in Fig. 7 , where we present a 2 Â 2 Â 2 replication of our cell to show the voids and fracture surface more clearly. It is clear that there has been significant void growth after the energy drop as indicated in Fig. 7(a) . Figure 7(b) shows the rough fracture surface, which has resulted in a scaled plateau energy significantly greater than unity.
Conclusions
It is encouraging that the scaling of the cell size and energy are nearly consistent and that the value of a implies a hardening exponent of nickel n < 1. Indeed, the persistence of power-law scaling of the fracture energy down to the atomistic level is remarkable.
The atomistic and continuum models of plasticity and void evolution have similar behavior. By examining the microstructural evolution in our simulations it is clear that the initial increase in energy is due to a dislocation density increase under deformation. Void growth causes a sharp decrease in energy followed by an increase in energy and then fracture under increasing deformation. The void density decrease results in a lower stored energy than would occur with constant void density, as predicted by the FCO analysis.
In closing, we emphasize that the scaling behavior under consideration is asymptotic for large opening displacement d and may there well be other regimes of interest, e.g., during nucleation, that are best studied using other tools of analysis. We also note that the FCO analysis suggests that the scaling exponents are independent of the geometry of the unit cell, indicative of the arrangement of void nucleation sites, though the scaling constants are not. The determination of optimal-scaling constants is beyond the scope of the FCO analysis and remains an open problem. Fig. 7 Surfaces at (a) after the energy drop and (b) after fracture as indicated by the circles in Fig. 5 
